
Look around and you will see  
agriculture everywhere. What is  
agriculture? It’s growing plants and farm  
animals. It’s workers making things grown on farms 
into things we use. It’s food, clothes and much more!

How did they start out?  Write p for plant. 
Write a for animal.

Agriculture 
is Everywhere!

Do you wear clothes?
 Circle your answer.       Yes        No
Do you eat food?  
 Circle your answer.       Yes        No
Do you use pencils and paper?  
 Circle your answer.       Yes        No 
All these things came to you from agriculture!
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Circle things you have 
in your home.

Draw a box around things 
you use in school.
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What is your favorite school  
lunch food? Draw it here.  
Tell how it comes from agriculture.

Agriculture is 
in your home.

Agriculture is  
in your school.



Check (    ) the things 
you like to do.  

Shop
Eat ice cream

Tell how farmers and agriculture give us all the 
things on these pages.Write agriculture below.

Visit an apple orchard
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Agriculture is  
everywhere 
in your 
community.  

 Your turn! 

Visit a library

Play sports

Visit a farm



The foods in pizza come from agriculture. 
Some of them are tomatoes, onions, 
mushrooms, green peppers, cheese, 
sausage, pepperoni and the crust (wheat).  

Pizza Picks
In each child’s row put a          
under the pizza they like.  
1. Joe likes pizza with 
no meat.
2. Ann likes pizza with 
toppings that begin 
with the same letter as 
“pizza.”
3. Juan likes meat but 
not pepperoni.

Farmers make 
great pizza!

Who likes pepperoni? 

Who likes hamburger?

Who likes veggie?

Joe

hamburger veggie pepperoni

Ann

Juan

Just for 
Laughs!
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Just for 
Laughs!

Printed in the U.S.A. 

Where do cows go when 
they want to have fun 
with their friends?

To the mooo-vies!
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What’s in your 

favorite pizza?


